INTRODUCTION	x
the exotic element is given. Some day the Pali gathas will
find their William Morris, their Gilbert Murray. In this
makeshift venture, I have striven to make the translation
such that the English reader, mindful as he goes of wayside
warnings in footnotes, might feel confident that the lines
before him do not omit subject-matter that is in the
original, nor add subject-matter that is not.1 At the same
time, let it be readily admitted that the renderings are so
far free as to disqualify the book from serving as a •' crib'
to the student. If my gifted German predecessor in this
effort could not adhere literally to the text, the English
language, with its abhorrence of compound words, its
poverty in prefixes and verbal nouns, starts him who
wields it at a yet greater distance from the Pali. To
regulate the more careful reader's confidence, or want of
it, in the renderings selected, many words in the Index
will be found with the Pali originals appended.
One more word in this connection. If I have used
* Sister' in preference to * nun/ it was not, in sooth, that
the latter term, in its original connotation of nonna, or
mother, was not an adequate, and more than adequate,
rendering for Bhikkhum. It was rather to keep my Indian
recluses free from such implication of confinement within
walls and to lifelong vows as may now attach to the
word ' nun.'
It needs no confession of mine to place on record the
help I found, at the initial stage of translation, in
Dr. Neumann's translation of the gathas, as well as in
Professor Windisch's prose rendering of the verses in the
Appendix. That with regard to the former, the-differences
in German and English metrical idiom, combined with,
here and there, difference in judgment, should have often
led me to reach the end by a different way, does not by any
means obviate the fact of the aid received. Pioneers had
been step-cutting before me, and all honour to pioneers.
1 One instance of unnecessarily * tree,' not to say incorrect, render-
ing, discovered too late for revision, I have amended on p. 192.
slightly revising the Pali text.

